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Abstract. This paper presents a technique to check the compliance of require-
ments with regulations while eliciting requirements. In our technique, we seman-
tically represent a regulation with combinations of case frames resulting from
Case Grammar technique. We match a newly elicited requirement sentence with
the case frames of regulation sentences and then check if the requirements in-
clude the obligation acts specified by the matched regulation sentences and if
they do not have prohibited acts. If we find that a requirement sentence does not
follow the regulation, the addition or removal of the illegal acts included in the
requirements are suggested.

1 Introduction

Eliciting requirements from customers and users is a crucial step to develop information
and software intensive systems of high quality. If we fail in eliciting mandatory require-
ments and/or elicit inconsistent requirements, we have developed the systems that are
unsatisfactory to the customers and users, and we should spend much more costs and
labor efforts on developing the systems because of re-developing them.

Recently, more laws and regulations related to information technology (simply, regu-
lations) are being made in order to implement properly business processes and to avoid
the dishonest usage of information systems by malicious users. A typical example is
Japanese Act on the Protection of Personal Information [1] that specifies the proper han-
dling of personal information such as names, addresses and telephone numbers in order
to prevent from making misuse of this information. In this situation, we have to develop
the systems compliant with these regulations. In particular, eliciting the requirements
incompliant with the regulations has large harmful influences on later development ac-
tivities and system release. Suppose that we develop an Internet auction system such as
eBay. In this system, an individual that would like to put her goods up for an auction
needs to register her membership at first. On registering her, the system collects her
personal information such as her name, age, address, telephone number etc. Japanese
Act on the Protection of Personal Information provides that, except special cases, an
entity must notify the person of the purpose of the usage of acquired personal informa-
tion or publicly announce it, when acquiring the personal information. If a requirements
analyst fails to elicit the functional requirements on notifying or announce the purpose
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of the usage of personal information and the system is developed without this function,
we have the system incompliant with Act on the Protection of Personal Information and
should re-develop the system later.

This paper presents a technique to check requirements if a newly elicited require-
ment is legal or not while eliciting requirements, in order to avoid the development of
an information system incompliant with regulations. It is the technique to check se-
mantically a newly elicited requirement against regulations and to give an analyst the
suggestions on modifying the requirements if a compliance failure is detected, during
her elicitation tasks. Usually, regulations and requirements specifications are written in
natural language, and thus we have to develop a kind of semantic processing technique
for natural languages. In our technique, we represent regulations with combinations of
case frames resulting from Case Grammar technique [5]. When a modification on the
current version of requirements occurs to maintain regulatory compliance, it should be
recorded as a modification rationale. Suppose that an analyst modified a requirement
A to B in order to maintain the compliance with a regulation. If she tries to modify
B further, the rationale on the modification of A to B can suggest to her that this fur-
ther modification can violate the compliance with the regulations again. To support the
usage of rationale, we adopt linking mechanism among requirements, regulations and
modification records. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section
presents the technique on the semantic representation of regulations with case frames
in the next section. We show a requirements elicitation process following our technique
and an example in sections 3 and 4 respectively. Section 5 is for listing related work.

2 Representing Regulations

2.1 Structure of Regulation Sentences

According to [4], a regulation sentence consists of 1) the descriptions of a situation
where the sentence should be applied and 2) the descriptions of obligation, prohibition,
permission and exemption of an entity’s acts under the specified situation. For example,
the Article 18, No. 1 of Act on the Protection of Personal Information provides that

When having acquired personal information, an entity handling personal in-
formation must, except in cases in which the Purpose of Use has already been
publicly announced, promptly notify the person of the Purpose of Use or pub-
licly announce the Purpose of Use.

We can consider that “when having acquired personal information, except in cases in
which the Purpose of Use has already been publicly announced” is a situation where this
act should be applied, while “notify” and “announce” represent the acts of “the entity”.
Note that these acts are obligations that the entity should do. Furthermore, we can con-
sider the situation as a logical conjunction (∧) of more atomic situation “having acquired
personal information” and the negation (¬) of “the Purpose of Use has already been pub-
licly announced”. The obligation acts are a logical disjunction (∨) of the two acts “notify”
and “announce”. That is to say, we can represent more complicated regulation sentences
by combining atomic descriptions with logical connectives such as ∧, ∨ and ¬.
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2.2 Case Frame

Requirements sentences and regulation ones are described in natural language. We need
a technique of their semantic representation We adopt a technique of case frames orig-
inated from Fillmore’s Case Grammar and this technique has been popularly used for
developing specification languages of pseudo natural language [15], modeling concep-
tually information systems [11], and eliciting requirements [14], etc. A case frame con-
sists of a verb and semantic roles of the words that frequently co-occur with the verb.
These semantic roles are specific to a verb and are called case. For example, the case
frame of the verb “get”, having the cases “actor”, “object” and “source”, can be de-
scribed as “get(actor, object, source)”, where “get” denotes the acquisition of the thing
specified by the object case. The actor case represents the entity that performs the ac-
tion of “get” and that will own the thing as the result of the “get” action. The source
case denotes the entity from where the actor acquires the object. By filling these case
slots with the words actually appearing in a sentence, we can obtain its semantic rep-
resentation. In the example of the sentence “an entity handling personal information
acquires from a member her personal information”, we can use the case frame of “get”
and have “get(entity handling personal information, personal information, member)” as
its semantic representation.

Used case frames depend on regulations. In our approach, we use a text-mining tool
[9] to extract words that frequently occur in a regulation document and to find their rela-
tionships. After extracting the words and their relationships, an analyst selects relevant
verbs and their relationships to other words, and composes case frames from them by
manual. Figure 1 illustrates case frames included in Article 18, which is obtained as the
result of applying our text-mining approach to the document of Act on the Protection
of Personal Information. We use class diagram notation in the figure, and a class and an
association correspond to an extracted word and the relationship among words. In the
figure, a verb is depicted as an association and nouns participating in the association
can be considered as case slots of the verb. For example, the verb “get” is an associa-
tion among “Entity”, “Personal Information” and “Person”, and their cases are Actor,
Object and Source in turn.

2.3 Representation of Regulations

Figure 2 depicts the structure of regulations, i.e. a meta model of regulations. A regu-
lation document comprises articles and an article can have a tree structure. An instance
of Base Article expresses a leaf in a tree structure and is a regulation sentence in the
lowest level. Since an article may often refer to the other articles, we has an associa-
tion “refer” between Article Component. As mentioned in section 2.1, each regulation
sentence consists of a situation and an act with modality. In the figure, a situation and
an act are instances of Situation class and Act respectively. They can be represented
with logical combinations of case frames, and a case frame comprises a verb and case
slots relevant to the verb. The case slots are filled with words appearing in a regulation
sentence to represent the meaning of the regulation sentence.

Figure 3 shows an example of Article 18, No.1, which is a part of duties of entities
handling personal information (Articles 15 - 36 of Act on the Protection of Personal
Information).
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Case Frame:
handle(actor:Entity, object:Personal Information, purpose:Purpose of use)
announce(actor:Entity, object:Purpose of use)
notify(actor:Entity, object:Purpose of use, destination: Person)
get(actor:Entity, object:Personal Information, source:Person)
conclude(actor:Entity, object:Agreement, destination:Person)
include(actor:Agreement, object: Personal Information)
aggregate(owner:Person, owned: Personal Information)

Fig. 1. Case Frames in Article 18

Fig. 2. A Meta Model of Regulations

3 Requirements Elicitation Process

We assume that requirements are described in natural language and an analyst elicits
a new requirement using a certain method such as goal-oriented analysis and scenario
analysis method, etc. During this elicitation process, our approach monitors if a newly
elicited requirement together with already existing requirements are compliant with reg-
ulations or not, and suggests how to modify the requirements if they can be incompliant
with the regulations.

3.1 Basic Idea

Figure 4 depicts the essential point of our approach. In the figure, the case structure of
the requirement sentence bbb is analyzed and its semantic representation is generated
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Article 18 (Notice of the Purpose of Use at the Time of Acquisition, etc.)

1. When having acquired personal information, an entity handling personal 
information must, except in cases in which the Purpose of Use has already been 
publicly announced, promptly notify the person of the Purpose of Use or 
publicly announce the Purpose of Use.

Situation:
get(x, Personal_information,y) ∧ ￢ announce(x, Purpose of use)

　　　∧aggregation(y, Personal_information)
　　　∧ handle(x, Personal_information, Purpose of use)

Obligation:
notify(x, Purpose of use,y) ∨ announce(x, Purpose of use)

Fig. 3. An Example of Semantic Representation of a Regulation

Requirement Sentence.

Case Frame Representation of Regulation Sentence

1. aaa
2. bbb
3. ccc

Situation Obligation

a aCase Structure

matching

Assigning words to slots

adding
Act

Fig. 4. Mapping to Semantic Representation

by filling the case slots with words appearing in bbb. We look for a regulation sentence
whose situation part is matched with bbb in their semantic representation level, i.e. the
level of case frames. If we can find a matching, there is a possibility that the requirement
bbb denotes the situation where the matched regulation should be applied, and thus we
pay attention to the modality and the act parts of the matched regulation sentence. In
this example, since the modality is Obligation, we check if the act is included in the
requirement sentences including bbb. If it is not included yet, we are suggested that
the act should be added to the requirements. The information on the words assigned
to the case slots can be used for us to compose the newly added requirement sentence.
The matching process can be automated so as to list up the candidates of the matched
regulations, and it uses a thesaurus such as WordNet in order to deal with synonyms,
near-synonyms, hypernyms and hyponyms.
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　The e-shop obtains personal information of members
when they register their memberships.

Adding some actions included in Obligation

Situation:
get(x, Personal_information,y) ∧￢ announce(x, Purpose of use) ∧

aggregation(y, Personal_information)∧ handle(x, Personal_information, Purpose of use)
Obligation:

notify(x, Purpose of use,y) ∨ announce(x, Purpose of use)

The e-shop announces personal information and then obtains
personal information of members when they register their
memberships.

x ← e-shop
y ← member

x ← e-shop

Fig. 5. An Example of Article 18

However, we should decide whether in the requirements we truly have the situation
that the regulation should be applied, and whether we finally add a new requirement
denoting the obligation act. This decision is recorded to support the future additions
and changes of the requirements.

Figure 5 illustrates the application of Article 18, No.1 of Act on the Protection of
Personal Information. This is an example of an Internet shop (simply, e-shop) and the
shop collects personal information of customers when it registers them as shop mem-
bers. Article 18 provides that the shop has an obligation to announce publicly or notify
the person of the purpose of usage of the collected personal information, when it gets
her personal information. The requirement sentence “The e-shop obtains personal infor-
mation of members when they apply to register their memberships”, which our analyst
elicited, is not compliant with the Article 18, No.1. In our approach, the automated tool
extracts its case structure, and then tries to find a regulation having a case frame of the
verb that is a synonym of “obtain” appearing in the sentence as a main verb. Since the
situation part of the semantic representation of Article 18 is the case frame get(x, Per-
sonal information, y) and it is matched with the requirement, an analyst checks if the
article should be truly applied to the requirement or not. For example, she checks if ¬
announce(x, Purpose of use), which is included in the situation part of the article, holds
or not. By the results of checking, she decides that the article should be applied and
adds the obligation act to the current version of the requirement. In the figure, two sug-
gestions, adding “notify” or “announce” act, can be considered and she selects the case
frame announce(x, Purpose of use) from a list of the obligation acts, fills words with its
case slots using the matching information and revise the requirement. As a result, she
assigns “e-shop” to actor slot “x” and adds the description of e-shop’s announcing the
purpose of usage of personal information. In the next sub section, we explain how to
suggest the modification candidates in our approach.

3.2 Generating Suggestions

We assume that an analyst elicits a requirement sentence by sentence. Suppose that the
analyst has got the requirements R1, . . . , Ri−1 in order, and she is eliciting now Ri.
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The semantic representation of a regulation sentence Lj consists of a situation SLj , a
modality MLj and an act ALj , and the situation and the act are represented with logical
combination of case frames. For simplicity, let a situation be described in conjunctive
form where each conjunct SLi,j (1≤ i ≤ m) is a case frame or a case frame with
negation ¬. That is to say, we have SLj = SL1,j ∧ · · · ∧SLm,j . On the other hand, an
act is represented in disjunctive normal form, i.e. ALj = AL1,j ∨ · · · ∨ ALn,j , where
ALk,j = AL1,k,j ∧ · · · ∧ ALnk,k,j (1≤ k ≤ n) and ALs,k,j (1≤ s ≤ nk) is a case
frame or a case frame with ¬. Although Lj can have more complicated logical connec-
tive structure, we can decompose and rewrite it into a set of the expressions having the
above form. We can have the predicate match for investigating whether a requirement
sentence can match to a case frame existing in the regulation sentences, as follows;

� �
match(Ri, L) � ∃l (CRi,l = L ◦ θ),

where
1) CRi,l is a case structure included in the semantic representation of Ri,
2) L is SLk,j or ALs,k,j ,
3) θ is an assignment of words to case slots, and
4) L ◦ θ is a result of applying the assignment θ to L.

� �
Roughly speaking, match(Ri, SLk,j) presents that Ri can be matched with the situa-
tion part of Lj , while match(Ri, ALs,k,j) is used to show the matching of Ri with the
act part of Lj .

The suggestions provided for an analyst depend on which part of a regulation is
matched and its modality. Table 1 shows the suggestions to the analyst. Suppose the
case that the newly elicited requirement Ri can satisfy the situation part of Lj , i.e.
match(Ri, SLk,j). If Lj presents an obligation (MLj = Obligation), its act ALu,j

(= AL1,u,j ∧ · · · ∧ ALnu,u,j) should be included in some of the requirements. The
second column of the table suggests the addition of AL1,u,j , · · · , ALnu,u,j as one of
the alternatives in order to keep the regulatory compliance, if they are not included. If
Lj presents a prohibition and a conjunct of ALu,j for each u is included in some of the
requirements, it should be excluded or the requirements satisfying the situation of Lj

should be changed so that the situation cannot hold.
When the requirements sentences are changed by reason of regulatory compliance,

additional information such as rationale is attached in the form of links. The suggestions
“Create a link” in the table are for recording the requirements changes. Its detail will be
mentioned in the next sub section.

3.3 Linking to Regulation Sentences

Requirements changes frequently occur by various reasons. For future maintenance ac-
tivities, it is important to record the requirements changes that regulatory compliance
resulted in. Figure 6 depicts the structure to record requirements changes by regula-
tory compliance. Basically, it has links that hold information on the contents of the
changes and the regulations that resulted in the changes. A link from the requirement
to the situation part of a regulation sentence specifies the information on whether their
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Table 1. Suggestions to Analysts

MLj = Obligation MLj = Prohibition
match(Ri, SLk,j) If ¬∃u, ∀s,∃l match(Rl, ALs,u,j), If ∀u,∃s,∃l match(Rl, ALs,u,j),

1) Select u and add all of the acts
denoted by AL1,u,j , · · · , Anu,u,j as
new requirements Ri+1 or

1) Select u and remove all of the acts
denoted by AL1,u,j , · · · , Anu,u,j

from R1, · · · , Ri, or
2) Re-consider R1, · · · , Ri−1 so that
SL1,j , · · · , SLk−1,j , SLk+1,j , · · · ,
or SLm,j cannot hold, or

2) Re-consider R1, · · · , Ri−1 so that
SL1,j , · · · , SLk−1,j , SLk+1,j , · · · ,
or SLm,k cannot hold, or

3) Re-consider Ri. 3) Re-consider Ri.
Create links according to a selected
suggestion.

Create links according to a selected
suggestion.

match(Ri, ALs,k,j) 4) If ∀u,∃l match(Rl, SLu,j), If ∀u,∃l match(Rl, SLu,j),
create a link. 4) Remove all of the acts denoted by

AL1,k,j , · · · , ALsk,k,j from Ri, or
5) Re-consider R1, · · · , Ri so that
SL1,j , · · · , SLk−1,j , SLk+1,j , · · · ,
or SLm,k cannot hold.
Create links according to a selected
suggestion.

MLj = Permission MLj = Exemption
match(Ri, SLk,j) Create a link annotated with “Possi-

ble to add” to ALs,u,j for any s.
If ∃l,∃u,∃s match(Rl, ALs,u,j),
create a link annotated with “Possible
to remove” to ALs,u,j .

match(Ri, ALs,k,j) If ∀u,∃l match(Rl, SLu,j), create
a link annotated with “Possible to
add” to ALs,k,j .

If ∀u,∃l match(Rl, SLu,j), create
a link annotated with “Possible to re-
move” to ALs,k,j .

situations are satisfied or not (Satisfy or Deny), while a link to the act part presents
that the act is included in the requirement. The requirement changes can be categorized
into addition (Add), removal (Remove) and replacement (Modify) and we can attach
this categorization to a link as well as annotations described with free texts. Since the
requirements changes cause version changes, we have another type of link denoting
the correspondence of a requirement sentence of the older version to the newer one.
The class Version and their association in the figure is for recoding this information,
and the roles +previousVersion and +newVersion express the older version and the
newer one respectively.

Figure 7 illustrates the link structure when the new requirement is added as shown in
Figure 5.

4 Example

The aim of this section is to discuss the feasibility and the limitation of our technique
through the example analysis. We use Japanese Act on the Protection of Personal Infor-
mation [1] and the following example system that our technique is applied to.
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Add

Delete

Modify

Article Component

ContentsLink

Annotation

Situation

Satisfy or Deny

Requirements Statement

Include

Act

Requirements

Change

Version

+nextVersion

+previousVersion

Fig. 6. Links from Requirements to Regulations

Requirements Statement
The e-shop announces personal information and then obtains personal information of 
members when they register their memberships.

Requirements Statement
The e-shop announces personal information and then obtains personal information of 
members when they register their memberships.

Requirements Statement
The e-shop obtains personal information of members
when they register their memberships.

Requirements Statement
The e-shop obtains personal information of members
when they register their memberships.

Situation:
get(x, Personal_information,y) ∧￢ announce(x, Purpose of use) ∧

aggregation(y, Personal_information)∧ handle(x, Personal_information, Purpose of use)
Act:  Obligation:

notify(x, Purpose of use,y) ∨ announce(x, Purpose of use)

Article Component
Article 18 (Notice of the Purpose of Use at the Time of Acquisition, etc.)

1. When having acquired personal information, an entity handling personal information must, except 
in cases in which the Purpose of Use has already been publicly announced, promptly notify the 
person of the Purpose of Use or publicly announce the Purpose of Use

Article Component
Article 18 (Notice of the Purpose of Use at the Time of Acquisition, etc.)

1. When having acquired personal information, an entity handling personal information must, except 
in cases in which the Purpose of Use has already been publicly announced, promptly notify the 
person of the Purpose of Use or publicly announce the Purpose of Use

Satisfy or Deny
Satisfy

Satisfy or Deny
Satisfy

AddAdd

VersionVersion

+previousVersion

+nextVersion

Fig. 7. Recording a Requirements Change

– The system to be developed is a customer management system in a satellite televi-
sion company.

– Each subscriber can receive TV programs by using a television receiving set pro-
vided by the company.

– Each TV receiving set has its own product ID, and the ID is put in front of the set.
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– The TV receiving set has a communication interface for Internet or for a telephone
circuit, and it enables the company to maintain the set remotely.

Our requirements analyst starts with them by eliciting requirements stepwise, as shown
in the successive sub sections. Note that this example scenario was written in Japanese
and we directly translate the scenario to English.

Requirements for the system version 0

The current system, say version 0, supports workers in the company to ship a receiving
set to subscribers and to invoice them by postal mail (not by email nor via Internet).
The system includes both customer database and a formatter for postal tags, thus the
requirements for the system are elicited as follows.

– (Req.1) The system gets the information on subscriber’s name and address, when
the worker of the company receives the name and address by postal mail and inputs
them into the system.

– (Req.2) The system shall print a shipping tag for a receiving set.
– (Req.3) The system shall print an invoice for a monthly license fee.

In the same way as shown in Figure 5, our method suggests to a requirements analyst
that she adds the following requirement based on Req.1 and Article 18 in [1], because
the verb “get” in Req.1 is matched with the situation part of the article.

– (Req.4) The system shall print a letter to notify subscribers of the purpose of the
usage of their names and addresses.

In Article 25, an entity, e.g. a company, can be requested to disclose retained personal
data. This article can be written in the following form.

Article 25� �
Situation: retain(x, Personal Information) ∧ request(y, Disclose, x)
Obligation: disclose(x, Personal Information, y) ∨ disclose(x, no information, y)

� �

We have the Req.1 having “get” as a main verb. Although “get” is not a near-synonym
of the verb “retain”, the situation part of Article 25 can be matched with the Req.1 if we
can have the thesaurus such as [6]. In this thesaurus, we have several specific relation-
ships among ontological concepts for software development, and one of the examples
is “cause” relationship which expresses behavioral causality. In the case of Article 25
and Req.1, since it can be assumed that we have the information on “get(x,y) causes
retain(x,y)” in the thesaurus and the inference rule “(verb1 cause v2 ∧ match(R,v1)) →
match(R,v2)”, our analyst can get the matching of Article 25 with Req.1 and then add
the following requirement by using the suggestion 1) for obligation in Table 1.

– (Req.5) The system can print a letter to disclose a name and an address of a sub-
scriber when the subscriber requests the company to disclose them.
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This example of the requirement addition means that we need additional thesauruses or
ontologies in addition to WordNet, e.g. domain specific ontologies such as [6].

In Article 19, the company must maintain personal information accurate and up to
date. This article can be written in the following form.

Article 19� �
Situation: retain(x, Personal Information) ∧ change(y, Personal Information)
Obligation: maintain(x, Personal Information)

� �
Similar to the above example, Article 19 can be matched with Req.1 and the analyst
finds that a name and an address can be changed from the verb “change” in the article.
Thus the system has to maintain such changes continuously, and more concretely, the
information on subscribers’ names and addresses stored in the system can be updated
when some subscribers request to update their names or addresses. According to Article
19, Req.1 and a suggestion 1) for obligation in Table 1, the analyst adds the following
requirement.

– (Req.6) The system shall update a name and/or an address of a subscriber whenever
she submits a letter to request the change of her name and/or address.

Note that the analyst refines the word “maintain” to “update” during the addition of this
requirement.

Security control is requested by Article 20 if there can be leakage, loss or damage of
personal data.

Article 20� �
Situation: (handle(x, Personal Information, u) ∧ leak(Personal Information))
∨ (handle(x, Personal Information, u) ∧ loss(Personal Information))
∨ (handle(x, Personal Information, u) ∧ damage(Personal Information))

Obligation: takeSecurityMeasure(x, Personal Information)
� �

Note that its situation part is not a form of logical conjunctive formula, because it in-
cludes ∨. However, we can decompose it to several expressions having ∧ only, and for
simplicity, we keep it as above.

Since Req.1 is matched with the situation part of this article through the verb “han-
dle”, our analyst should consider its application. In Req.6, there is no security measure,
especially an authentication measure, for handling personal information, thus a name
and an address can be maliciously changed. This is a kind of damage or loss of the
name and the address. Therefore, the analyst takes some authentication mechanism into
account, and modifies Req.6 according to Article 20 and a suggestion 3) for obligation
in Table 1 as follows.

– (Req.6’) The system shall update a name and/or an address of a subscriber when-
ever she submits a letter to request its change, and the letter should include her
current registered name, address and a product ID of her receiving set as a kind of
PIN (Personal Identification Number) for authentication.
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Requirements for the system version 1: introducing Internet

The company decides to use Internet for managing information of subscribers in addi-
tion to the services in the system version 0. The system version 1 is proposed according
to this decision. The initial requirement for the system version 1 is as follows.

– (Req.7) The system shall get subscriber’s name and address via Internet by the
system.

According to the thesaurus, the verb “get” is a hyponym of “handle”. It is well known
that there is no confidential mechanisms for standard Internet communication, thus the
analyst has to take threats such as leakage, loss or damage into account according to
the Article 20. After the analyst considers the usage of SSL that is a kind of security
measures, she updates Req.7 as follows according to a suggestion 1) for obligation.

– (Req.7’) The system shall get subscriber’s name and address via Internet under SSL
protocol by the system.

In the same way as Req.4 and 6’, the following requirements are added according to
Articles 18, 19 and 20.

– (Req.8) The system shall show the purpose of the usage of their names and ad-
dresses just after receiving them via Internet.

– (Req.9) A subscriber can update her name or address when she submits its change
via Internet using her current registered name, address and a product ID of her
receiving set as a kind of PIN (Personal Identification Number) for authentication.

The analyst has to add a requirement corresponding to Req.5, a requirement for disclo-
sure of current information according to Article 20 and a suggestion 1) for obligation.

– (Req.10) The system shall show a name and an address of a scriber when the sub-
scriber requests the company to disclose them via Internet with her name, address
and product ID of her receiving set.

Requirements for the system version 2: reducing costs

The company becomes worrying about the postal costs related to Req.4 and 5 for the
system version 0, and tries to charge postal fee to the subscribers who do not still use
Internet but postal service. The analyst changes Req.4 and Req.5 as follows, i.e. adding
the function of making an invoice for sending letters.

– (Req.4’) The system shall print a letter to notify subscribers of the purpose of the
usage of their names and addresses and print an invoice.

– (Req.5’) The system can print a letter to disclose a name and an address of a sub-
scriber when the subscriber requests the company to disclose them and print an
invoice.

The words “notify” and “disclose” are matched with the situation part of Article 30,
which specifies the permission of entity’s collecting charges for taking her acts, and the
analysts decides the above two requirements are regulatory compliant.
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Article 30� �
Situation: notify(x, Purpose of use, y) ∨ disclose(x, Personal Information, y)
Permission: charge(x, notify, y) ∨ charge(x, disclose, y)

� �
Note that Reqs.4 and 5 are linked to Articles 18 and 25 respectively, because these
articles force the analyst to add the requirements. The analyst checks the compliance of
these changes with the Article 18 and 25 and finds their compliance.

Requirements for the system version 3: regional services

The company decides to start regional services based on the address of subscribers. For
example, subscribers living in Texas can receive local TV programs such as local news
in Texas and also advertisement promotion. To achieve this decision, the analyst adds
the following requirement.

– (Req.11) The system can retrieve the address of a receiving set by using its product
ID as a retrieval key.

Note that the company can control all TV receiving sets via Internet or telephone by
specifying each product ID.

In Req.11, the product ID is used to identify the region where the TV receiving set
with the ID is located, in other words, the system handles the product ID for region
query. If our thesaurus has the information that “retrieve” is a hyponym of “handle”,
the analyst can get the matching of Req.11 with the following Article 16.1, providing
that using personal information without any consent is restricted.

Article 16.1� �
Situation:
¬ consent(y, Purpose of use, x) ∧ handle(x, Personal Information, Purpose of use)
Prohibition: handle(x, Personal Information, Purpose of use)

� �
However, no subscribers have had consent to this usage of product ID yet. According to a
suggestion 5) for prohibition in Table 1, the following requirement for getting a consent
from a subscriber is added to satisfy “consent(y, Purpose of use, x)” in Article 16.1.

– (Req.12) The system shall print a letter to get subscriber’s consent about regional
services.

5 Related Work

The techniques to develop information systems and software compliant with regula-
tions are being actively studied. Many of them are the approaches to represent regula-
tions with formal expressions and verify their consistency to formal specifications by
using theorem provers or model checkers. The state of the art of this research direc-
tion and some achievements can be found in [10]. However, it stays in the status where
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some regulations were described using formal methods yet. Although formal modeling
methods for regulations can be established, we should solve a scalability problem of
consistency checking for formal specifications and regulations of practical size. On the
other hand, our approach is applicable to cases of practical size because 1) it is an in-
cremental checking of compliance whenever a new requirement is elicited and 2) it is a
lightweight method of semantic analysis using case frames.

In [8], regulations are represented as XML documents and a tool to retrieve the rel-
evant regulation sentences using XML tags has been developed. Although the retrieval
process itself can be automated, the appropriateness of tags for semantic retrieval and
the costs of human efforts for tagging regulations may be problematic. In our approach,
since we use a synonym dictionary and case-frame matching technique to retrieve the
relevant regulation sentences, we can automate the retrieval process in a certain degree
using natural language processing techniques.

Katayama proposed a new discipline called Legal Engineering in [7], where pro-
cesses to compose laws are clarified using software engineering technique and comput-
erized supporting tools to enact laws are developed. Its aim is different from ours, but
since it includes the automated analysis techniques of law sentences, it is very useful to
automate the translation of regulation sentences to case frames.

Anton et. al. developed the semantic representation technique called KTL and pro-
posed a methodology to detect ambiguity included in regulation using KTL [2]. They
constructed by hand the KTL semantic representation of rights and obligation parts of
privacy rules included in the regulation U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Account-
ability Act (HIPAA). Since KTL is essentially the same as hierarchical case frame, we
can use their methodology to compose the case frames of regulations as their seman-
tic representation. Differently from their methodology, our approach uses an automated
text-mining technique to reduce the human efforts.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper proposes a technique to elicit regulation-compliant requirements. In this
technique, we represent the meaning of regulations with case frames, and check seman-
tically the regulations against requirements sentences to detect the missing obligation
acts and the prohibition acts in the requirements. The detection results are shown to an
analyst and how to modify incompliant requirements is suggested.

Our technique for matching requirements sentences to regulation ones uses just word
matching with a synonym dictionary and thus more sophisticated approach may be nec-
essary. For example, we can adopt these techniques to detect the regulation sentences
relevant to the requirements, such as structural similarity predicates [12], similarity
measure based on word occurrences [3] and the algorithm to detect overlaps between
specifications [13].

The future work can be listed up as follows.

1. Elaborating the supporting tool and its assessment by case studies,
2. Considering semantic interdependency relationships among the requirements in a

requirements document,
3. Handling with the integration of multiple regulations,
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4. Combining tightly our approach to requirements elicitation methods such as goal-
oriented analysis and scenario analysis,

5. Managing the requirements that have the potentials for being incompliant with reg-
ulations and developing metrics of measuring compliance,

6. Managing evolution processes of requirements together with version control.
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